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Abstract
In order to survive in this fierce competition, restaurants have to what are their customer’s needs.

Objective
(1) To discover several attributes that impact Indonesian customer satisfaction in restaurant and (2) to discover attributes that impact customer repeat patronage in restaurant. This study also gathers direct suggestion and recommendation from customer about the restaurant

Method
(1) Use Likert-scaled customer survey, collect data on design attributes, customer satisfaction, and repeat-patronage intentions. (2) Use regression analysis to find out the relative importance of each attributes on satisfaction and repeat-patronage intentions. (3) Give prioritizes on these attributes. (4) Look at customers’ comments related to the high-priority items to find out what kinds of changes customers want.

Result
Food quality came out as the only one of eight factors being tested that had a significant effect on intent to return for 204 diners at a full-service international chain restaurant in Jakarta, but fairness of seating order and atmosphere also have quite significant effect. Examining customer satisfaction, food quality again was at the top of the list, but the restaurant’s staff attentiveness and wait time procedures also had significant effects.

Conclusion
Factors that strongly related to overall customer dining satisfaction in not directly related to repeat-patronage decision. The only one attributes that significantly impact customer repeat patronage and customer overall satisfaction is food quality. Several attributes such as food, staff, dining area and price are being suggested by customers.
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